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SYNTHESE :

La fabrication de plans de rechargement peut être vue comme un problème
d'optimisation combinatoire de grande dimension, pour lequel la recherche numérique
de solutions est toujours coûteuse. Après une brève description des principaux aspects
de l'élaboration des plans de rechargement, cet article présente une nouvelle méthode
de traitement du problème d'optimisation par utilisation directe des informations du
gradient de la fonction-coût. Un exemple est ensuite développé pour illustrer le
fonctionnement de la méthode. Enfin, quelques indications sont données sur les liens
possibles avec les algorithmes de recuit simulé et les algorithmes génétiques, dans le
but d'améliorer la convergence de ces méthodes.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

i. '
r ! Nuclear loading pattern elaboration can be seen as a combinational
{ optimization problem, of tremendous size and with non-linear cost-functions, and
\ ' search are always numerically expensive. After a brief introduction of the main aspects
i of nuclear fuel management, this paper presents a new idea to treat the combinational

problem by using informations included in the gradient of a cost function. The method
' is to choose, by direct observation of the gradient, the more interesting changes in fuel
i loading patterns. An example is then developed to illustrate an operating mode of the

method, and finally, connections with simulated annealing and genetic algorithms are
described as an attempt to improve search processes.
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Discrete optimization • J.P. Argaud

A DISCRETE OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR
NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear pressurised water reactors (PWR) use fissile materials that must be
periodically changed. In-core fuel management consists in the organisation of the fuel in
such a way that the greatest use of this fuel is derived while satisfying the operational
constraints, over some operating cycle. Fissile and control materials are packed together
into "assemblies" and the problem is to determine optimal positions of fuel materials
within a core loading pattern. The optimization of fuel loading pattern is then a large
combinational problem under constraints, and with usually non-linear objective functions.
For example, the number of possible configurations is more than 10278 for a classical 900
MWe PWR with 157 assemblies. The problem is to develop some effective methods to
perform the optimization research by computationally efficient procedures.

The fuel loading pattern optimization can be considered from different points of
view, but its discrete aspect leads naturally to avoid the continuous optimization
procedures, such as gradient method, quadratic programming,... We introduce here a
new idea to treat the combinational problem, by using directly the information given by
the gradient of the cost function used by the optimization procedure. Not frequently taken
into account for discrete optimization, it give some interesting way to find acceptable or
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Discrete optimization - J.P. Argaud 6

optimal configurations. Moreover, the direct treatment of the information is very general
and is easy to adapt to other physical problems.

In this paper, we want to introduce briefly the problem of fuel loading pattern
optimization (Section 1), and then to present the main ideas of our search process
(Section 2). A simple example will illustrate the optimization strategy (Section 3).
Connections with usual probabilistic methods (Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic
Algorithms (GA)) will then be explained (Section 4).

1-NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT

To understand the optimization problem and the physical aspects of the nuclear
fuel loading management, we briefly describe their main points in this section. In
particular, we indicate the usual treatments of the neutrons description in the core, and
some numerical procedures used to find loading patterns.

The nuclear core description

The nuclear core is usually described as a domain containing both reactive nuclear
materials and reflector areas. The reactive area is made of assemblies, and the physical
parameters are usually describing the domain as homogeneous per assembly areas. The
geometry can be 2D (horizontal plane cut) or 3D (but the numerical cost of 3D
calculations is often too big in relation to the need of fuel optimization process). The
following scheme gives the general outlines of a numerical domain describing the reactor
core with its reflector, with a special treatment of the reflector (which is in reality more
like a cylinder) to improve numerical performances by working on a square domain :

Reactive core assembly

» S!¥SSRSSSîÏÏSSM SSf «SB

Reflector assembly

On this domain are set multigroup diffusion equations describing the neutronic
density behaviour. They are usually the following two-groups equations, where the <j> are
the neutron fluxes, the z, are the cross sections and the D are the diffusion coefficients :

| - div (Di grad<j>p +

L- div (D 2 g r ade? ) + I 2 é 2 - I r (|)i = 0

with appropriate boundary conditions (/12/). The reflector can be taken into account as
boundary conditions for the reactive core, and replaced to avoid the unknowns'
calculations on this part of the domain. Four-groups diffusion equations can also be used,
but are numerically more costly. It can be noticed that the accuracy of the two dimensional
two-groups diffusion equations is usually considered to be sufficient for nuclear fuel
management All these considerations are not changing the fuel optimization problem, and
for the rest of this paper we consider two-group diffusion equations over a domain
containing both the reactive core and the reflector.

t



Discrete optimization - /P . Argaud 7

Some physical and mathematical aspects of the fuel management

The nuclear fuel must be changed each year for example. But to guarantee its best
use, the replacement of the fuel assemblies is made only by parts (1/3 or 1/4 of the loaded
assemblies) in such a way that a given assembly stay in the core 3 or 4 years. The use of
nuclear fuel is then more regular, and all the assemblies eliminated at a loading stage have
(about) the same maximal use, with respect to the security and operational constraints.

This aspect leads to the problem of the best arrangement of assemblies that are
physically (i.e. for the diffusion equations here) really different. Two configurations of
the set of assemblies generate various neutronic solutions, and then the two power
distributions will be without any resemblance (we will see that the power distribution can
be used to measure the difference between two configuration of physical sets of
parameters). Moreover, the security constraints would be transgressed if the
neighbouring assemblies are not carefully chosen.

The fuel management can now be formulate as follows : for a set of given
assemblies, find the best arrangement of these assemblies in the core with respect to the
operational and security constraints. This formulation leads to two main questions, that
are to define what is the "best arrangement", and to elaborate some methods to "find" it.
We immediately remark that the discrete optimization problem is here too big and
complicated to look for the best pattern, but it is already interesting to find acceptable
solutions even if they are not the best.

The acceptability of a solution is determined with respect to physical constraints.
For example, the maximal power peaking factor calculated for a pattern must be smaller
than a given physical limit. Or the use of assemblies must be smaller than a given value,
but in the same time maximal. For french PWR, other constraints are the maximal power
peaking factor but for configurations with control rod groups inserted one by one. After
that, the quality of the solution is then established from other physical indications, such as
the core life length for desired end-of-life characteristics.

All these conditions have to be measured, quantified, to use some optimization
process. The main fact is that the pattern is described through the resolution of the
diffusion equations, and by the neutrons' fluxes that are the unknowns. Objective
functions can then be built with these fluxes, for example by norms on fluxes and their
derivatives, or on the power distribution (which is a linear combination of the fluxes).
Another quantity that describe the pattern is the reactivity, or keff, at beginning of cycle
(BOC) or end of cycle (EOC), that have to be extremal.

Some practical aspects of the nuclear fuel management

The previous informations indicate nothing on the optimization method to choose.
In fact, two main approaches exist and are used.

The first one is the manual search. It is done by engineers with packages that
enable them to perform the design work more efficiently. This helps them to get the
results concisely, but the final pattern still depends on the experience of the reload
designer. A variant of this idea is to build expert systems, that are considered to exploit
knowledge and experience of designers. In practice, expert systems are often used to find
quickly some interesting loading patterns as first designs, similar to what could have been
found by direct manual design to initiate the search process. However, the remaining
questions are always to determine the quality of the solution, acceptable or optimal, and if
an optimal one can be obtained by designers.

The second approach is to use some optimization methods. Various ideas have
been introduced to provide algorithmic optimization packages, and all of them try to
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reduce computer time calculations. This can be done by using either quick pattern
diffusion evaluation techniques or efficient optimization methods (or both
simultaneously!). For example, loading patterns are quickly evaluated using a generalized
perturbation theory (as in the FORMOSA code from NCSU /1 If). But a code as LPOP,
from Westhinghouse, using backward diffusion calculations to get a reactivity
distribution from the target power distribution, tries to avoid the loading pattern direct
evaluation (/1/, /14/). Other ideas has been used focusing on particular points of fuel
management (/8/).

" However, some optimization techniques are required to perform the search.
Because the problem is a discrete one, characterized by its tremendous size and the non-
linear objective functions and constraints, the most direct efficient procedures seems to be
the probabilistic methods. We use the terms of "probabilistic methods" to denote
Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). Bibliographical elements are
given on these classical methods (/3/ to 111, /91, /10/, /15/) and on their use for fuel
loading pattern optimization (/11/, /13/).

Formulation of the discrete optimization problem

After these general considerations, we explicit here the problem we want to look at
to elaborate our new optimization method. We focus on the discrete optimization problem
that consists in finding some arrangement of a set of given objects, on an also given grid,
to match some a-priori criteria by minimizing the associated objective function (or cost
function). No precision is required on the considered cost function e::: sssion to develop
the method (except its sufficient regularity with respect to the optimization parameters to
admit a gradient).

We consider the same number of given objects and authorized positions, and the
ï { goal is to organize all objects in positions : each object have to be taken only one time,

and only one object can be in a particular position. In other words, describing the objects
by physical parameters, there is the same number of authorized parameters values and
positions. For the nuclear loading pattern optimization, an object is an assembly and the

' parameters are the ones describing this assembly in the diffusion equations. The cost
w^ function is then for example an L2 or H1 norm on the power distribution.

Using an iterative algorithm, the problem leads directly to find at each step a
permutation of the objects that decreases the cost function We remark that in the nuclear

- case, the calculation of the objective function for one configuration is numerically
expensive (a full calculation of the cost function for a particular configuration without
simplifying assumptions takes for example between 5 and 10 seconds on a Cray YMP to
get a correct diffusion solution with the Electricité de France (EdF) neutron diffusion code
COCCINELLE /16/), and usual standard iterative methods need some thousands of cost
function calculations.

2-SEARCH PROCESS : THE GRADIENT INFORMATION

We will explain the new method in its most general form, giving each time the
meaning for nuclear fuel management.

Using the gradient to formulate the optimization problem

We are looking for a permutation of objects that decreases the cost function. To
find it, the idea is to look at the gradient of the objective function with respect of the
parameters describing the objects. In the representation space of the cost-function, the
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gradient gives the tangent sub-space at the current evaluation point. It is a local linear
approximation of the cost-function curve, and then it will help us to point the best
configurations. Because the problem is discrete, the continuous gradient method for
example can not be used. But we can search exchanges that best decrease the value of the
cost function. Moreover, we want to point directly the best exchange(s), without testing
all of them on the tangent sub-space.

We must then give some mathematical formulation to develop these ideas. There
are N physical objects to organize. At each object of number k, l<k£N, is associated a
set of parameters qk. The description of an authorized configuration is q = (%, l<k<N),
and there is only one position for each parameter %. An arrangement of the objects is a
bijective relation between the set of parameters q and the set of the N authorized
positions. More easily, characterizing the objects by their number k, a configuration q is
represented by a particular arrangement of the set of integers {1,...,N}, which directly
corresponds to an arrangement q of the (%, l<k<N). The quality of the configuration q is
then evaluated by the cost function J(q). The way to evaluate q doesn't need to be
indicated at this stage, except that the cost function is assumed to be regular enough with
respect to the parameters q. Then the tangent approximation of J around a point q° is :

J(q°) + Vj(q°)(q-q0) ,

where VJ(q°) is the gradient vector of J with respect to the parameters q, in the point q°.
With this approximation, the problem is to find the new configuration q that gives the
most negative value to the term with the gradient. It can be written as :

Find an authorized q so that " Vj(q °)(q-q °) " is minimum.

We illustrate this mathematical formulation for the nuclear case. We have written
that the considered objects are the assemblies. The positions are the possible ones of the
assemblies in the core, and the arrangement q is finally a loading pattern. One parameter
qk is the set of seven parameters values (Di,D2,Zi,£2,£r»viZn,v2Zf2). describing the
assembly number k for the two-group diffusion equations.

Binary exchanges

This restricted new problem is generally not easier than the most general discrete
optimization problem. But here, the new configuration q is only a re-organization of die
previous q°. Some changes between q° and q allow then very simple expressions of the
term "VJ(q°) (q - q°)" to minimize. The most simple and interesting case is the one of
binary exchanges (or transpositions), where the objects can be exchanged only by pairs.
In the case of such a transformation, involving only one pair, the parameter vector q
remains unchanged except the two components q; and qj, that are exchanged :

q0 = q = {qi,... ,qj, ... ,qit ... ,q N }

and then the difference J(q) - J(q°) can be expressed as :

Kq) - J(q°)
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More complex changes of q can be considered, but that would give here more
complicated treatment of the information without any advantage for the presentation.
Moreover, it is interesting to notice that combination of transpositions allows to express

' ' all general permutations in a set, and thus all possible configuration can be reached by this
mean.

• To choose some new configurations q, we look then at this really more simple
! expression. Because the difference "J(q)-J(q0)" must be negative and the biggest to be

interesting, one possibility is that the two terms of the last expression have to present the
biggest possible absolute values and opposite signs. That is die basic and simple idea to
choose the objects to exchange.

There is a lot of ways to use this idea in a practical search. There is also some
remarks about the validity of die approximation for example. The two points will be
discussed after some remarks on calculation of die cost function gradient We will see on
an example that, despite its simple expression, the strategy provided by this idea can be
very powerful, and also be introduced in other more general discrete optimization
processes.

Remarks on the cost function gradient calculation

To get the gradient of the cost function J with respect to q, the easiest way to
express it is to use the Lagrangian formulation {121). All the problem can be written in a
matricial form. The unknown are here the discretized fluxes from the two groups, written
as a unique vector 0, and die discretization of die two diffusion equations is written as
follow :

with A the diffusion and absorption matrix, and F the fission matrix. These two matrices
contain the parameters q and should be written as A(q) and F(q), but will not for easier
notations. The objective function to minimize is assumed to be quadratic (although it is
not necessary to the method) and it has the form :

where J is the matrix associated with the discrete objective function depending on $, and
0* indicates the transpose of $. With these definitions, we use the lagrangian L of the
system written as :

L(q) = L ( A J ^ ) = J(q) + (V*,(A(j) - i F<|0) .

The Lagrange multiplier y* is associated to the constraint A<|> - !/A. F<(> = 0, and
(...) is the standard scalar product for the considered problem. The derivative of L with
respect to q is then calculated as follow :

dL 3L3A 9L3F
dq=5Â5q+5FSq~

with partial derivative terms :
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8 L 3 A „, 3 A ^

8 L 3 F , , 1 3 F . X

To calculate the Lagrange multiplier y*, one can impose that the third above
expression is zero (optimality condition). It then follows an equation for y*. and also the
expression of the gradient of J with respect to q. Finally, the evaluation for a particular
configuration of J(q) and its gradient requires to solve or calculate the following equadons
(the most expensive part is the solve of the eigenvalues/eigenvectors systems for <t> and
V*):

A(J) = - F<}> is solved to get the solution 4> on the domain

j(q) = <(>* J ty is calculated to get the cost

(A* - j- F*)y* = — 2 J cf» is solved to get the Lagrange multiplier if/*

^ ^ ^ is calculated to get the gradient of J

(This last line is a useful notation for the gradient of J, which is naturally a vector. For
each parameter, the partial derivative of A with respect to qk is a matrix).

Finally, the last work is to express the partial derivative of A and F with respect to
the parameters qk, which can be explicitly written for the previous choice of parameters in
the nuclear case.

This method, with the Lagrangian to express the gradient, is general and is useful
for a wide variety of problems, with linear constraints, and with linear or not objective
functions.

Simple test and search strategies

We have seen that the two main quantities required at each iterative step are the
cost function and its gradient, for the configuration q°. The procedure consists then to test
the difference between all the partial derivative of J, and between all the values of
parameters. If the test are done with the binary exchange hypothesis, some of the basic
possibilities for an iterative step are the following ones :

1) First determine couples of indices (i,j) providing the biggest differences of [ W - *rr]
oqi oqj

(looking for example at the set G of the 10 more interesting couples)

2) Secondly determine couples of indices {i'j1} providing biggest differences (q°j-q°i)
(looking, also for example, at the set H of the 10 more interesting couples)

3) Then use a choice procedure for the q parameters : that can be for example to choose
the frst couple {i,j}in G that is also in H (with difference values ordered sets G
and H).

Moreover, if the qt are themselves a set of scalar parameters describing the objects
(that is the usual case, and it is illustrated in forthcoming example), direct tests on the

I
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V
tangent subspace by evaluating the product \*rr - g-H (q°j - q°i) can be performed on the ""
intersection of previously found indices sets G and H for example. We also notice that
differences (q° - q°i) between the values of parameters are calculated at the beginning of
the whole calculation, and not at each iterative step. The fact that the set H of numbers
{i',j'} describing the grclïest differences between parameters values is fixed prevents us
to use this information systematically through the iterations.

For the following example in Section 3, we will search the set G of indices ; '
providing the biggest differences of gradient components, test corresponding , >
configurations (and only them) on the tangent subspace to order the set G with respect to '.
the greatest decrease of the cost function approximation, and then test some of the new
configurations indicated by G by calculating directly their cost function. <

If the ideas are introduced in an other method, the choice procedure for q depends
on this global optimization method. But if this strategy is used alone, a choice is for
example the best estimated solution for the new q and then test is directly its J value at the
next iteration. Best estimated solutions can also be chosen and tested by direct calculus of
J (but for really less than the N! configurations) to get the best one. Another interesting
way to work is to use a family (of given size or not) of q parameters ai each global ,
iteration. The possible choice is then the intersection of each q best results numbers sets
as the new family (the problem is to adapt the sets so that the intersection would not be
empty).

The use of the gradient information doesn't need a lot of extra-calculations.
Finally, the most interesting is that the choice procedure for q can really be adapted to the
real problem in order to add an interesting evolution possibility to the general strategy
introduced.

Some possible restrictions "'

A first evident restriction of the simple previous strategy is the intrinsic unstability
of the method near a local or global minimum. The choice that consists in taking the most ' -
different configuration of the current one, i.e. the most far away in the search space, is ' ^
interesting for a efficient search, but becomes unstable when the current configuration q° , ^
is not far from a minimum (with respect to some distance measure adapted to the s

algorithm). But the fact that the exchanges are only between 2 objects or parameters
(binary exchange) prevents the new configuration "from being too different" from the old ^
one. More generally, it is be interesting to limit the range of the authorized changes for the >
configuration, by using for example a suitable norm on the q space. By coupling
methods, the intrinsic range limiting properties included in simulated annealing for
example can be also useful.

A second restriction is the fact that the convergence of the method to the global
minimum, if there is one, is not sure. The good use of the gradient information allows the
quick convergence to local minima, that otherwise keep long time in the search process of
probabilistic methods (Remark : the local minima notion is associated with an order
notion of the configurations by a metric over the whole search space. This order notion
must be carefully defined to be coherent with the objective function used on this space).
Moreover, the problem of optimization can be finding acceptable solutions instead of only
"the" best solution, and in this case finding local minima for example. Finally, to present
a statistically insured convergence, the method must contain some means to avoid die trap
of local minima. This aspect will not be discussed here because it is included in the choice
procedure of the parameters q (stage 3 in the above strategy) that can take into account
such possibilities to "jump out" a local minimum. Nevertheless, the links with '
probabilistic methods introduced in section 4 will give a elegant way to treat this
restriction.

I
t t
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3-SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF DISCRETE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
CONNECTED WITH DIFFUSION EQUATION

A simple example of optimization problem is now used to illustrate the use of
gradient. It can be seen as a (greatly) simplified neuironic diffusion problem, to keep the
main behaviour of the diffusion equation and to allow in the same time the exhaustive test
of all the available configurations in the search space.

Simple optimization problem

The physical model is built to have some interesting properties of initial nuclear
fuel management problem. In particular, calculation of the cost function value J associated
to one configuration q requires resolution of a partial differential equation, that we will
simplify to the resolution of a linear system. The description of an object requires all the
physical parameters used in the equation, and one % is a vector. The considered equation
can be seen as a discrete form of a Poisson equation "â -pA<|>=f ' over a one dimensional
domain. Similarities with the nuclear diffusion equation is obvious widi the absorption
and fission term "ou)>", the diffusion term "—pA«>" and the source term "f". The neutronic
eigenvalues and eigenvectors partial differential problem is then simplified in an only
partial differential problem, and the domain is chosen to be one dimensional in order to
allow easy physical intuition of the optimization process behaviour.

Let us describe the mathematical form of the discretized problem. For a given
integer N, we consider following linear equations with the unknown 4» discretized :

- ^ + fr-^fi , i=l N.

<l>0 = <1>N+1 = O

on a one dimensional domain, regularly cut up with constant step h between O and
( N l ) h

t

O 1 2 ••• i -1 i i + 1 . . . N - I N N + l

These equations can be written as a matricial linear problem and its solve gives the
solution <)> at each point of the domain. The N parameters q^ are vectors (ctk,Pk,fk)>
describing the object k that can be seen as analogous to a nuclear assembly. Arrangement
of the objects is then the correspondence between positions i and parameters qt-
Parameters can also be only vectors like (a^,Pk). and the optimization process will consist
in adapting the areas with respect to the sources f, but this case has less physical meaning
relating to nuclear fuel management, because sources f are not exchanged in the same way
than a and (3 quantities, as with (otk.Pk/k) parameters.

The following expression is taken to be the objective function J as a measure of
solution regularity :

N+l

J(q) = I«tKq)) = X «l>i+i ~ <l>i)2 •
i=0

t
i

1
r
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Minimizing this quantity means that the global irregularity of the solution $ on the
whole domain will be reduced. However, some local irregularity may remain despite the
decrease of the cost function value.

(, ; An example of optimization search

i For this example, we choose N=9 objects to organize. This gives up to
: 9!=362'880 possible configurations, a number that is smaller enough to allow direct
• exhaustive test of all the configurations in a reasonable time, but bigger enough to be of

some interest for the fuel management representation. The q parameters values are not
1 considered for their physical sense because the model can not be regard as representative

; for the physical nuclear fuel management quantities. Anyway, the search process presents
the same behaviour with other parameters values (presenting the same order between
objects) or with other randomly organized initial configuration.

At each global iterative step, the cost function J and its gradient are evaluated, and
best new configurations q are predicted by the simple binary exchange strategy previously

* — described (only one binary exchange is performed between two global steps). Some of
the best predicted configurations are directly tested, Le. for some chosen best estimations,
the diffusion solution is explicitly calculated to get the gradient. The parameters' solution
to initiate the next step is then thé best of the last ones. The criterion to stop is simply the
fact that there is no better found configuration at the final step. This strong criterion could
be a disadvantage for some cost functions with particular local minima, but it is a way to
observe the standard behaviour of the method alone. Moreover, nothing was made to
optimize the direct re-calculations of J inside a global step or to take into account the
physical symmetries of parameters. It is interesting to know that the same result can be
obtained in this example with half direct calculations using some general adaptation rules

'. I of the simple binary exchange search algorithm.

The search begins with the following vectors of length N=9 to describe the
"physical" objects :

%* Parameters q={ f,cc,P} to initialize the search :

f = { 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 2}
[• a = { 1 1 2 3 5 3 2 2 1}

P = { 1 1 2 3 5 3 2 2 1}

Associated value of cost function : J = 1,4283

Found solution parameters q={f,ocP} :

f = ( 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1}

a = (S 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 )

P = (5. 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 )

Associated value of cost function : J = 0,8568

Underscored numbers indicate all the objects that have been exchanged.

A search step consist in finding the 2N more interesting new configurations by
looking at the biggest gradient component differences, in ordering them with respect to
the tangent approximation, and then in calculating the real cost function of the N best of
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them. A step need then here 2 calculations to get the current solution and the gradient, and
9 calculations to evaluate directly the new possible configurations. The global search
needs 3 global search steps and 1 to stop, i.e. a total of 33 calculations (and 11 to stop)
solving the linear equation, that must be compared to the 362*880 possible
configurations. End value of the cost function is 0,8568, to be compared to the best value
which is 0,8166 and the worst which is 1,4386. More precisely, a lot of tries with
randomly chosen initial configurations indicates that the search process needs on average
no more than 3 or 4 steps (and 1 to stop), which means 44 or 55 configurations
evaluations. It also shows that found solutions are usually in the 5 percents best solutions
(although not often the best one), the illustrated one being in the 1 percent best solutions.

The figure shows initial and final solutions u over the domain between 1 and 11
(representing domain between 0 and 10), with the position on the domain on the "x" axis
and the value of the solution 4> on the "y"

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4-

0.2-

0

Best solution
J=0,8166

Final solution
J=O,8568

0 10 12

The final solution is not the best one with respect to the cost function. However,
this final solution is interesting with respect to the criterion because the value of the cost
function has really decreased.

Exhaustive test of all configurations (to find the best, the distribution of solutions
versus J, ...) has required some days of calculation on a workstation, but all the
optimization search processes like the above example has been done using a simple
Macintosh SE ! Moreover, the number of calculations for the optimization procedure is
not linearly connected with the size N! of the search space, but increases really slowly (in
first approximation, it increases like N). allowing search tries for N up to 30 (i.e. search
space size of more than 1032) with really negligible time calculations. More generally, for
a discrete optimization problem with N objects (i.e. of size N!), experimental tests have
given a usually good number of biggest gradient components between N and 5N and a
number of direct calculations of the best indicated configurations between N/2 and 3N.
This remark shows the interest of this method for nuclear fuel management

4-LINKS WITH PROBABILISTIC METHODS

The problem used to illustrate the gradient information treatment was simple, but
the global results emphasize the interest of this method for discrete optimization problem.
The process can reached all possible configuration in the search space in its binary
exchange form, and can easily deal with more than one criterion, or with direct
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constraints on authorized configurations. The possible fine tuning of the method, to adapt
it to the real problem, can be difficult but give also an interesting flexibility.

Restrictions have been previously indicated. To avoid some of them, an
interesting way is to look after some classical probabilistic methods : Simulated Annealing
(SA) or Genetic Algorithms (GA). The use of the gradient informations alone as above
doesn't take care of the process local instability and of the fact that a local minima can
retains the solution (despite the local instability!). The SA and GA methods can precisely
be seen as algorithms to avoid to stay in local minima after localizing them. Some use of
the gradient information with each of the SA or GA processes is mentioned. The interest
of all these transformed methods is strongly dependant on the real physical problem and
on the fine adaptation realized. General indications on methods will be the main subject of
the following discussion, further works being done at the present time to get results on
significant physical problems.

Simulated Annealing and gradient information

The SA algorithm build a série of configurations by perturbing one to obtain the
following. More precisely, it is an iterative algorithm that, during a step, disturbs
randomly the previous configuration (following a first probability density), then evaluates
it by its cost function value, and accepts or not the disturb configuration as the new one
using a second probability density over the cost-function valuation space, ending with a
possible decrease of the "temperature" accordingly to the annealing schedule. A wide
variety of slight modifications or improvements of this description exits to adapt the SA to
real optimization problems, but the described method is general enough to hold the most
useful strategies.

The gradient information can then be used in building of the disturb configuration
by the mean of the density probability. The first probability density mentioned above is an
a-priori mean to choose a good perturbation. Usually, it have to be not "too far" from the
previous configuration, avoiding to miss a minimum value, and not "too close", ensuring
a real exploration of the search space. But generally no information is provided on the
direction of search. That can done with the gradient The more favourable configurations,
with respect to the gradient, can be determined (for example by the binary exchanges
strategy) and then the first density is used to choose the most interesting one. Using this
modified SA method on the previous simple example of discrete optimization, the speed
of method convergence increases with respect to the simulated annealing method alone.
First results indicate that local minima seem to be more quickly found by a coupled
method, and then classical SA properties allows to "jump out" if it is not the global one.
However, the increase of convergence speed strongly depends on the choice of the two
probability densities and of the temperature law. This density importance was also shown
by L. Ingber {IIf).

Genetic Algorithms and gradient information

The GA algorithms are building series of configuration "generations", i.e. they
use some operators to realize "cross-over", "mutation" and "reproduction" of the
population of configurations. All these operators are using also probability densities to
determine whether configurations are modified or not, and the search stop after the
population evolution stabilization. The interesting point is that the cross-over and
mutation operations give some means to avoid the trap of local minima, and that the
method treat at one stage a population, i.e. more than one solution. Anyway, the good
results of this method is always strongly dependent on its adaptation to the considered
problem. Apply to the simple previous model of discrete optimization of the last
paragraph, the crossover operator must perform the exchange of some parts of two
"parents" configurations to build a new one, i.e. the exchange of some parameters q* of
each parent (the real process is a little more complicated, because there can not be two
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time the same parameter qk in one configuration. Then there must be for example an other
way to compare the parameters among themselves. Some very interesting ideas are given
by P.W. Poon and G.T. Parks (/12/).

The gradient information may be useful for the two crossover and mutation
operators. But the mutation operator is a way to explore new areas in the search space,
and thus random change capabilities of this operator are interesting to keep unchanged. It
seems then better to use the gradient information only for the crossover operator. In that
case, this information allows for example to determine the more interesting parts to
exchange between the two "parent" configurations. This strategy can be more powerful in
this case than for the SA because the two "parents" configurations can be very different
(i.e. not close in the search space, with an idea of classical space distance between them).
On the other hand, no direct way is given here by the gradient information to find the
local minima.

CONCLUSION

The nuclear fuel management problem has been described as a discrete
optimization problem, and some particular points have been indicated about some cost
functions. Then a very simple use of the gradient information of these cost functions for
such problems has been explained, and the operating scheme has been illustrated on a
simplified model. The simplest binary exchanges strategy gives good results alone, and
improvements are easy to add for real search problems. However, it has to be emphasized
here that the presented method is considerably more general, and the same approach can
be used in a wide range of optimization problems. In particular, the explicit use of the
gradient information allows interesting adaptation abilities of the method to practical
cases. Improvements indications were given by working with SA and GA methods.

Finally, the use of these strategies for nuclear fuel management will not avoid the
great size of die problem and its inherent complexity, but it is an interesting way to reduce
the length of the search by taking directly into account more information. The most
interesting aspect of this gradient information use is its flexibility, allowing fine tuning of
the method in relation with the real physical problem.
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